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Artwork page for ‘ Weeping Woman ’, Pablo Picasso , 1937 on display at Tate Modern. One of
the worst atrocities of the Spanish Civil War was the bombing of the. Light painting , or light
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Picasso ' s Blue Period (1901–1904), characterized by sombre paintings rendered in shades of
blue and blue-green, only occasionally warmed by other colours, began. 6-10-2016 · As the
Musée Picasso reopens in Paris, Nick Trend suggests the best places to see the work of one of
the 20th century' s most prodigiously talented artists. 18-5-2009 · Henri Matisse and Pablo
Picasso were already at loggerheads when Gertrude Stein introduced them in 1906, and their
challenge of opposites—played out.
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